Young FM professionals are invited to have their voice be heard at the biggest FM conference of the coming year!

Share your FM soul and your knowledge! Play that tune that shakes up the Facility Management industry! By contributing to the 2019 EuroFM Facility Management Conference in Dublin Ireland (12-14 June), you will be part of the liveliest event for the profession globally!

EuroFM welcomes all students to submit a video and present this at the EFMC to other students, researchers and FM businesses. Shed your light on innovations in FM and take part of the discussion on how FM shapes our daily lives and influences our happiness and well-being at the workplace. We want to hear your definition on the future of Facility Management!

Participate in the 2019 EuroFM Student Competition and submit your video now!

The first step is to share your idea for a video or vlog in a video trailer. In this 1-minute trailer your clearly communicate your motivation, the purpose and (expected) content of your research findings / project / thesis / internship. Your aim is to inspire us with this preview!

The 10 best previews will be selected by the jury. These 10 nominees are invited to join the finals at the EuroFM Conference in Dublin, Ireland. If you are selected, the second step is to convert your idea/trailer into a video that shows the results of your research (deadline March 15 2019). This video lasts a maximum of 3 minutes. Through this link you can view the videos of 2018. Inspire the field of FM with your creativity, great content and innovative ideas!

To join the ‘EuroFM Student Competition’ for Master and Bachelor students, video trailers must be uploaded before February 1, 2019 (through WeTransfer). Use the following email address: team@office-eurofm.org. For questions please contact Olga van Diermen (Chair of the EuroFM Education Group) at o.g.vandiermen@hhs.nl.
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